The Operational Protocol
(Procedural 6th)
The Leading Professor Miguel Angel Sanchez-Rey [The Grandmaster, The Master of Space-Time]
The Physicalist Program
The Academy of Advance Science and the Technological Sciences

PHPR [The Physicalist Program] is top-secret (until full disclosure is in the near horizon) and the AASTS [The Academy of Advance Science and the
Technological Sciences] is (now) classified.
AdSCon Systems is classified until protocol is completed.
PHPR is to be partially declassified when ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) goes online.
The AASTS is to be fully implemented by then.
ITER’s core nature is classified until giving the clearance for mass-production by a trilateral decision of the French government, CERN (European
Organization for Nuclear Research), and NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization).
A joint effort to gain access access to metaspace (by the international community of scientists and engineers). With government military scientists -PHPR top-scientists, seeking to ignite the terraformic process at the large-scale. Acknowledged as The First Task (which is a 100-year technological task).
The Grandmaster is to complete a task and set the next task.
The Leading Professor is automatically granted to the PHPR top-scientists after the PHPR Protocol is completed. The Grandmaster retains the leading
professorship as a life-long honorship. All others are to forfeit and regain The Master of Space-Time after full retirement from the AASTS. While the leading
scholars are giving The Professorship and regain their current academic degree after completing higher learning (referred -- out of respectability, as the leading
scholar). The leading scholars are to assume leadership position to achieve world leadership and renowned expertise in their chosen field of higher learning that is
superior to their current academic degree. While the leading professors are to continue to further higher learning.
All national laboratories research repositories are to be withheld from the general public until partial and/or final disclosure is relevant to the scientific
process.
PHPR is off-limits to the prize system in the long-term. While the fellowship and all other learn academies are to resort to indirect channels to establish
communication with the leading professorship -- in only the most extreme scenario.
Not far from Sorbonne University, the utmost requirements are set.
Trinity College at the University of Cambridge, is all sacred grounds.
All initial publications are to be distributed -- both fairly and cautiously, to the general public when disclosure is apparent:
At the discretion of the Director at DARPA [Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency].
With further authorization by the National Security Director at the NSA [National Security Agency].
Under the guidance of NATO.
In obligation to the international order.
Including the World Court and the International Criminal Court at the Hague, Netherlands.
Violation is liable to charges of war-crime, espionage, and high-treason under NATO law.
Of penalty of hanging and/or death by firing squad. Without hope of lethal injection.
By protocol, directive, and by mandate.
The Scientific Age is an age of wild anticipation…

